5. Split roots with high speed burr and elevate root remnants.

6. Examine socket and ensure all remnants and any infection is removed.

7. Introduce tap into socket and tap the site to ideal depth of implant.

8. If the tap is not stable, move to the next size up tap.

9. Ensure that the molar socket is intact and that the buccal plate is not cracked.

10. Introduce the implant until it is stable and 1mm below the lowest part of ridge.
A revolutionary innovation for the immediate placement into a molar extraction socket

The immediate placement of a conventional dental implant into a molar extraction socket poses a number of difficulties. Most significantly, the size and shape of the multi-rooted socket is not suited for the optimal placement of a typical implant, often resulting in compromised implant positioning, poor primary stability, or the inability to place an implant at all.

This may result in a waiting period of 3–4 months to allow for healing before attempting to place an implant. Often, the healed site presents with reduced bone height, resulting in the need for bone augmentation procedures, especially in the mandible. This leads to further lengthening of treatment time with increased cost and complexity.

An alternative approach has been to place a 6mm diameter implant into one socket of such a multi-rooted site, typically the palatal socket. Problems associated with this approach include adverse biomechanical forces, a poor emergence profile and an unavoidable buccal overhang of the restoration.

The concept of the MAX implant provides for a design of implant and a surgical protocol which makes immediate placement of the implant into a multi-rooted socket attainable, thus obviating the multiple problems highlighted.

The MAX implant features a body with a larger than conventional diameter, achieving primary stability from engagement of the butresses of bone that protrude from the perimeter bony wall of the molar socket. The greater taper of the MAX implant body allows for maximum preservation and engagement of the inter-rootal bone within the socket of a molar with divergent roots. In the case of a molar tooth with tapering root form, the implant has a natural fit to the socket shape. The tapered geometry of the implant facilitates the excellent primary stability achieved by this threaded implant body.

The MAX implant won an AO presentation award for innovation in 2008, the SABS Design Excellence Award in 2010, and was the first FDA approved dental implant for the immediate placement into a molar socket.

The pioneers of the Max implant have developed and published an innovative surgical protocol which is now commonly used for such site preparation.

The steps are:

1. De-crown the crown with a high-speed burr.
2. Select the position for the central axis of the implant (such that the implant will be at least 2mm and preferably 3 or 4 mm from the buccal plate) with a round bur or other implant site-initiating burr; drill a pilot hole through the remnant tooth, into the roots and underlying bone. Take the drill down to half the depth of the roots of the tooth.
3. Follow the initiating drill with a 2mm pilot drill, still drilling through the remnant tooth, into the roots and underlying bone. Due to the presence of these roots and tooth remnants, the drills are easily controllable.
4. Follow this with a tapered spade drill such as D-40TP-10, D-410T or D-L-35-10, to enlarge the site and to start giving it a tapered form.
5. With a high speed burr, split the remnant tooth accordingly to the root anatomy and elevate towards the central hole that has been created.
6. Examine the site and remove any tooth fragments, debride any infectious areas and assess the site for suitability to proceed.
7. Assess which is the smallest Max diameter and length that might achieve “Primary Stability” and continue the site preparation for this “smallest” implant.
8. This is often best done by the immediate transition to the dedicated D-TAP for that chosen implant. If the bone is hard, (as in a mandibular site), drilling might first be needed, with the dedicated Max drill for that implant.
9. Stability can be judged with the D-TAP. If stability is insufficient, a longer or wider Max size be selected until stability is indicated.
10. After judgement with the D-TAP, remove the tap, open the appropriate implant, and slowly rotate it into the site, until it reaches final depth.

Images are for illustration purposes only and do not necessarily accurately represent the product.